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OBAMA CITY EVENT CALENDAR

TOURIST INFORMATION
& HELPFUL CONTACTS
Wakasa Obama Tourist Information Center

January 6 – February 3
Kanshugyō Takuhatsu
(Winter Alms Gathering by Itinerant
Monks)

・Hosshin-ji Temple

March 2
Omizu Okuri Ritual
・Wakasa Jingū-ji Temple,
Unose

Late March – Early April
Cherry Blossom Festival
・Obama Park

May 5
Ō no Mai
(Dance of the King)

・Shiimura Shrine

Late May
Tanokami Matsuri
(Festival for the God of the Rice Fields)

・Onyū, Miyagawa,
Matsunaga Districts

Tagarasu Festival
・Tenman Shrine

June 30 – July 1
Suribachi Kuguri

Mid-April
(Year of the Rat, Year of the Horse)

Wakuri Mibu Kyōgen
・Saihō-ji Temple

April 29
Urayasu no Mai
(Dance for a Peaceful Bay)

・Wakamiya Hachiman Shrine

(Earthenware Moxibustion Prayer)

・Hōun-ji Temple

Early July
Public beaches open for
swimming
Mid-July
Atago Fire Festival
・Atago Shrine

Late April – Mid-May
Japanese Doll Exhibition
・Obama Townscape
Preservation Museum

May 2–3
Unpin Jishi, Oshiro Matsuri
(Lion Dance and Castle Festival)

・Obama Shrine

May 3–4
Nishizu Festival
・Tsurihime Shrine,
Tamatsushima Shrine,
Hiyoshi Shrine
60

Obama Gion Matsuri
Festival
・Hiromine Shrine

July 28
Nagoshi Harae Summer
Purification Festival
・Tsushima District,
Minatsukiharae Shrine

August 4
Hashi Matsuri
(Chopsticks Festival)

・Hashi no Furusato-kan
WAKASA

Early to Mid-August
Miyagawa Sunflower Fields
・Miyagawa Area
(Kamo and Takenaga)

Mid-August
Matsu-age Fire Festival
・Takidani District,
Minamigawa Riverbeds

August 23
Jizō Bon Festival
・Obama, Nishizu Areas

Mid-September
Hōze Matsuri Festival
・Hachiman Shrine

Yosakoi Dance Festival
Early October
Onyū Festival
・Wakasahiko Shrine,
Wakasahime Shrine

October
Obama Food Festival

August 1

November
Fall Colors

TSURUGA
MAIBARA

KYOTO
OSAKA

NAGOYA

https://www.wakasa-obama.jp/

Obama Ekimae Police Box 小浜警察署 駅前交番

OBAMA

KANSAI
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

TOKYO
NAGOYA
KYOTO
OSAKA

〒917-0077 福井県小浜市駅前町6-1
6-1 Ekimae-chō, Obama City
Tel.: 0770-52-3844 Hours: 9:00 – 18:00

ACCESS TO OBAMA CITY
From Kyoto

〒917-0077 福井県小浜市駅前町1-8
1-8 Ekimae-chō, Obama City
Tel.: 0770-52-1070 Hours: 24/7

・Approximately 2 hours by train

Obama City Hall 小浜市役所

・Approximately 2 hours by car

〒917-8585 福井県小浜市大手町6-3
6-3 Ōte-chō, Obama City
Tel.: 0770-53-1111
Hours: 8:30 – 17:15 (Monday – Thursday), 8:30 – 18:30 (Friday)
http://www1.city.obama.fukui.jp/

Obama Ōte-chō Post Office 小浜大手町郵便局
〒917-0078 福井県小浜市大手町2-17
2-17 Ōte-chō, Obama City
Tel.: 0770-52-4032 Hours: 9:00 – 17:00, Monday – Friday

Kyoto Station → Hokuriku Main Line → Tsuruga
Station → Obama Line → Obama Station

From Kansai Airport
・Approximately 3.5 hours by train
Kansai Airport Station → Airport Express Haruka →
Shin-Osaka Station → Hokuriku Main Line →
Tsuruga Station → Obama Line → Obama Station

・Approximately 3 hours by car

From Nagoya
・Approximately 3 hours by train
Nagoya Station → Hokuriku Main Line → Tsuruga
Station → Obama Line → Obama Station

・Approximately 2.5 hours by car

MACHIYA TOWNHOUSE
ACCOMODATIONS
OBAMA MACHIYA STAY
Tel.: 0770-56-3366
https://www.obama-machiya-stay.com

Sanchōmachi Sanoya 三丁町さのや
〒917-0058 福井県小浜市小浜香取13
13 Obama Katori, Obama City

Sanchōmachi Nagata 三丁町ながた
〒917-0058 福井県小浜市小浜香取14
14 Obama Katori, Obama City

Tangokaidō Taniguchi 丹後街道たにぐち

Wakasa Marine Pier
Fireworks
・Shiratori Beach

若狭おばま観光案内所

OBAMA
MAIZURU

〒917-0053 福井県小浜市小浜大宮27-2
27-2 Obama Ōmiya, Obama City

Hachimansandō Miyake 八幡参道みやけ
〒917-0067 福井県小浜市小浜鹿島11
11 Obama Kashima, Obama City

From Tokyo
・Approximately 5 hours by train
Tokyo Station → Tōkaidō Shinkansen → Maibara
Station → Hokuriku Main Line → Tsuruga Station →
Obama Line → Obama Station

TRANSPORTATION
Rental Cars
・Toyota Rent-a-Lease
・J-Net Rent-a-Car
・Fujii Jidōsha Rent-a-Car

0770-53-1100
0770-64-5226
0120-206-022

Rental Bicycles
・Wakasa Obama Tourist
Information Center

・Miketsukuni Wakasa Obama
Food Culture Museum

・Machi no Eki Asahiza

0770-52-3844
0770-53-1000
0770-52-2000

Taxi Service
・Daiwa Kōtsū
・Mifuku Taxi

0770-56-3333
0770-52-1414
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When you think of major port towns in Japan, you might envision somewhere like
Yokohama or Kobe, but until a few centuries ago you would have been thinking of
Obama! Situated in Wakasa Province, now Fukui Prefecture, Obama was a bustling
seaport that welcomed ships from mainland Asia, serving as an important hub on the
trade routes that connected the city of Kyoto with the rest of the world. It was from
Obama that the old capital received much of its seafood, carried by men traveling on
foot over steep mountain roads. The main catch making its way inland was saba
(mackerel), which eventually led to the name “the Mackerel Road”.
Wakasa Province was a miketsukuni, one of the provinces tasked with providing
foodstuffs to the imperial court. But it wasn’t only fish being transported along this
highway! Metalwork, Buddhist statuary, books, emissaries, and even Japan’s first
elephant also made their way along Saba Kaidō! In turn, Kyoto’s distinct culture made
its way to Obama, and these routes to the sea were responsible for bringing religious,
festive, and culinary traditions from the old capital that can still be observed in
Obama.

Special Feature

The Mackerel Road

鯖街道

One of the most lasting testaments of this exchange is Obama’s high number of
Buddhist temples. Normally you wouldn’t see nearly as many in a rural area, let
alone this amount of precious and well-preserved statues and other treasures!
Another is the dining and entertainment district of Nishigumi, where geiko (what
geisha are called in both Kyoto and Obama) performed for guests at luxury
establishments serving elegant cuisine not usually seen outside the capital. Even
Kyoto’s famous Gion Matsuri festival has been paid homage in the form of Hōze
Matsuri, a festival in Obama in which various neighborhoods showcase their floats
and performances.
You won’t be passing any porters rushing about on foot these days, but you can still
explore Saba Kaidō! Izumi-chō, a fishmonger district in central Obama, has a plaque in
the street that designates the “official” starting point of the old Mackerel Road, and if
you pick up a handy map of the
hiking trails, you can head out on
a tough but rewarding journey
through mountain forests and
valley villages between Kyoto and
Obama. Those less trek-inclined
can still enjoy parts of Saba Kaidō
by car, including some gorgeous
views from the mountain peaks.
Either way, you don’t have to
carry baskets of mackerel to do it!

Izumi-chō Shopping Street
いづみ町商店街
〒917-0084 福井県小浜市小浜広峰
Obama Hiromine, Obama City
8

9

Special Feature

Happyakubikuni

The Nun Who Lived 800 Years

八百比 丘 尼

but could not rebuff the insistent offers to at least take some home. When he returned
from the banquet, his daughter was quite curious about the delicious-looking meat
her father had brought, and before he could stop her, she devoured all of the
mermaid flesh.
From that day forth, the daughter ceased to age. As her parents passed away, as her
husband and children grew old, she alone remained untouched by time due to the
mermaid meat’s power. Shaving her head and dedicating herself to the life of a nun,
the eternally young woman set out on a journey throughout the country, preaching
and planting camellias wherever she went.
It is said that after 800 years of wandering Japan in search of rest, the woman now
known as Happyakubikuni (“the eight-hundred-year-old nun”) returned to Obama.
Coming across a coastal cave, she resolved to remain secluded there for the rest of her
days until she finally managed to find peace, and no one has seen
her since. The cave said to be the one where Happyakubikuni
disappeared can now be found just beside the gate to
Kūin-ji temple, marked with a signboard that tells her
story, as well as a statue of the immortal nun surrounded
by camellias that bloom white and pink in winter. In
good weather, visitors are welcome to enter the shallow
cave (for a fee) to explore and pay respects to the memorial
monument within.

There is a certain legend found throughout Japan that tells the tragic tale of a woman
who unwittingly became near immortal, doomed to wander the earth undying while
everyone she loved passed into memory. Though many areas have their own accounts
of these events, when told in Obama it goes something like this.
Once upon a time in the mid-7th century, a beautiful daughter was born into the
wealthy Takahashi clan of Obama Domain. When she was sixteen years of age, her
affluent father received a banquet invitation from a certain mysterious man in their
village. Curious as to what he would encounter, the father visited the man’s residence
and was surprised to be greeted by a splendid manor full of servants preparing exotic
dishes.
He was shocked, however, to see a mermaid amongst the fish on the cutting board.
Surely they didn’t plan on serving such a taboo meal? Despite the host’s attempts
to cajole him into eating it, claiming that it was a gift from the Palace of the Dragon
King beneath the sea, Takahashi managed to avoid tasting the mermaid meat…
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Kūin-ji Temple ｜ 空 印 寺
〒917-0052 福井県小浜市小浜男山2
2 Obama Otokoyama, Obama City
☎ 0770-52-1936
Admission: 9:00 – 17:00, ¥400
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Special Feature

Keshō Jizō
Painted
Ksitigarbha
Statues
化粧地蔵

Every year during the Jizō Bon festival that
takes place on August 23rd, children of the
neighborhoods that are home to keshō
jizō are entrusted with taking the statues
to the sea and scrubbing them clean, after
which they are repainted and put out for
display with fresh cloth bibs. How to paint
the jizō is up to the children, so some end
up more realistic while others are more
creative, ranging in color from browns and
golds to bright rainbow stripes. Some
children even use lacquer to decorate their
jizō instead of paint!
Since Jizō Bon is a festival to pray for the health of children, the youngest members of
Obama’s community take center stage, parading around their neighborhoods or
sitting at specially constructed little halls called jizō-dō, banging drums and ringing
bells to call people to pray and make offerings. Naturally, these offerings most often
come in the form of food, particularly sweets!
Even if you visit Obama outside of this festive season, the painted jizō statues are
waiting to greet you as you make your way through the Nishigumi and Nishizu
districts. Since Obama’s keshō jizō tradition is livelier than in most other places, there
are nearly forty shrines scattered about just these two neighborhoods! Each little
shrine has its own legends and tales about the wishes and favors their jizō is said to
grant.

Throughout the traditional districts of
Obama you may notice small wooden or
stone shrines along the roads. While
it is not uncommon in Japan to find
roadside shrines dedicated to Jizō Bosatsu
(Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva), the guardian of
travelers and children, the tradition is
particularly strong in the city of Obama.
However, these jizō aren’t the usual plain
sort! A look inside the humble structures
will reveal that the stone statues there are
painted in colorful, cheerful hues, and thus
they are fittingly called keshō jizō, “Jizō
wearing make-up”.
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The dedication of Obama’s residents to this time-honored tradition of tending to the
jizō can be seen every day, be it a neighbor with a broom, a mother and child giving a
little offering, or an elderly woman setting up a vase of fresh flowers. As you explore
Obama’s charming streets, don’t forget to stop by the small roadside shrines and peek
inside to see which of the painted jizō is looking back at you!
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Tourists today can get a crash course in Obama cuisine by
visiting the Miketsukuni Wakasa Obama Food Culture
Museum. It offers educational exhibits in both English and
Japanese about traditional foods, Saba Kaidō (the Mackerel
Road) that connected Obama and Kyoto, regional variations
of some recipes throughout Japan, how Obama’s famous
dishes are made, and even more! The building’s first floor
contains a kitchen studio for cooking classes that can be
booked in advance, and the second floor is a sprawling
combination of gift shop and workspace where you can
buy souvenirs, participate in workshops to try out local
handicrafts, or both!

Special Feature

Obama
Food Culture

小 浜の食 文 化

Food plays a big role in Obama’s community life, be it a family gathering around the
table for dinner, elderly gentlemen chatting at the local pub, youngsters rounding up
their favorite treats from festival stalls, or someone gone fishing off the pier in the
early morning to land something fresh for breakfast.
It’s no wonder that delicious food is a large part of what makes Obama such an
amazing place to visit! Located on the coast of the Sea of Japan, the city is renowned
for the freshness of its seafood, and in particular for its many ways of preparing
mackerel! Apart from that, Obama boasts traditional dishes inherited through the
connection to Kyoto, as well as tasty local vegetables and delicate sweets.
Obama prides itself on its historical food culture and has
the credentials to back it up. In the past, it was part of a
miketsukuni, a province tasked with sending food all the way
to the imperial court. In addition to seafood, they also
produced the ever-important preservation tool – salt!

Located just a stone’s throw from the Food Culture Museum is the Wakasa Obama
Fish Center, where residents and restaurateurs alike do their shopping. Boats unload
their catches early, and wholesale auctions take place pier-side with market vendors
competing for boxed goods and individual fish. Small trucks zip between the pier and
the market, and by eight or nine the vendors have an amazing haul to offer to anyone
interested. You might think that buying raw fish isn’t the best idea when traveling, but
never fear! Several stalls offer a local specialty, hamayaki saba, an entire grilled mackerel
on a bamboo skewer, and there are sushi and sashimi shops operating inside as well. If
you are feeling more hands-on, you can even take your purchases across the lot to rent a
charcoal brazier and grill whatever strikes your fancy. And after walking through the
Fish Center, you’re definitely going to feel like eating!

Miketsukuni Wakasa Obama
Food Culture Museum
御 食 国 若 狭おばま食 文 化 館
〒917-0081 福井県小浜市川崎3-4
3-4 Kawasaki, Obama City
☎ 0770-53-1000
Open: 9:00 – 18:00 (March – November),
9:00 – 17:00 (December – February)
Closed: Wednesday, December 28th – January 5th
http://www1.city.obama.fukui.jp/obm/mermaid/index.php

Wakasa Obama Fish Center
若 狭 小 浜お 魚センター
〒917-0081 福井県小浜市川崎2-5-1
2-5-1 Kawasaki, Obama City
☎ 0770-53-1530
Open: 7:00 – 14:00, closed Wednesday
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Humans have struggled to find ways to preserve food well enough to make it through
hard times and long winters since civilization began. Salting, curing, burying, pickling,
smoking, canning, fermenting… Though many of these methods have faded into
obscurity by now, Obama is home to a particular recipe of fermenting mackerel that
has persevered for centuries, producing a popular dish and souvenir called heshiko.
The process of making heshiko begins in autumn with a fresh catch of mackerel, which
is first prepped by being cut open and cleaned of organs and blood to fill the stomach
with salt. The fish is then put into barrels and compressed, starting with a 2 kg weight
on top that gradually increases as the mackerel is switched to fresh barrels, pressing
out any excess liquids along the way. After a week or so of this treatment the salt is
replaced with rice bran, and the mackerel goes back into the barrels with togarashi
peppers to ward off insects and specially woven straw ropes around the rim to help
seal the containers tight. Left this way for about a year, heshiko is
ready to eat come next winter!

Heshiko is said to take its name from the verb “heshikomu”, meaning “to push into”.
Back in the day local families stuffed mackerel into barrels this way to make their
heshiko at home, but now most of Obama’s heshiko is produced commercially. Some
people still use the old-fashioned way, though, like Sasuke Morishita, a heshiko
producer in Obama’s Tagarasu district who is always ready to explain the traditional
process and help introduce people to this classic flavor!
There are several popular ways to enjoy eating heshiko. Slices of heshiko pair well with
sake, and it is quite tasty grilled, pressed into sushi, or as a topping for chazuke (green
tea or broth poured over cooked rice). If you
want to take things one step further, heshiko
can also be made into a product called
narezushi by washing out the excess salt,
stuffing the fish with rice and koji malt, and
letting it ferment an additional few weeks.
Like many fermented foods, it has a taste
people seem to either love or hate, but it is
worth trying – especially since it’s considered
the primitive origin of the modern-day sushi
we all know and love!

Special Feature

Heshiko
へしこ
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